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ABSTRACT 

The different methods and correlations used to calculate the propagation 
of thermal radiation are reviewed and compared. A simple method to account 
for radiation enhancement by reflection from a superior cloud deck or snow 
cover, as well as attenuation of radiation by cloud cover below the burst is 
presented. The results show that the thermal "reach" may vary considerably. 
Additional calculatio~s show that a significant fraction of the thermal 
energy may be incident after the arrival of the shock wave. Results for a 
range of weapon yields are presented, and the implications for blast-induced 
(secondary) fire starts are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Approximately 35 to 45% of the energy from a nuclear weapon explosion is 
emitted as thermal radiation. Materials exposed to the fireball may be sub
ject to a rapid increase in temperature. Flammable objects may ignite. The 
rapid heating of structural materials lowers the effective yield stress and 
in extreme cases can cause failure of load bearing elements. Lesser heating 
levels may lead to structure degradation or failure when combined with the 
subsequent shock wave loading. Low thermal flux levels can damage focussing 
optical devices that image the nuclear fireball. Retinal eye damage and skin 
burns occur at very low levels of incident thermal radiation. 

In this paper, we review the basic relations describing the calculation 
of thermal flux from a nuclear fireball and consider some effects that modify 
the results. A short calculation illustrating the partition of incident 
energy before and after the shock wave arrival is presented. The results are 
relevant to the prediction of thermally and blast induced ignitions, shock 
precursor calculations, and structural response. 

THERMAL PULSE 

Thermal output from the fireball occurs in two pulses. The time inter
val of the first pulse is limited by the early shock wave formation (opaque 
fireball) and only a small fraction of the total energy is emitted. Follow
ing the shock breakaway, the fireball is again visible and the major fraction 
of energy is radiated. The rise to maximum energy output for the first pulse 
occurs in a few milliseconds and that for the second pulse in hundreds of 
milliseconds. The following correlations describe the early pulse character
istics as a functi on of weapon yield W (in kt) and burst altitude to sea-level 
density ration (!): 

time to first maximum!::= o.1ow113n° msec 

time to minimum !::= ·3.8W215n° msec ± 35% 
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time to second maximum!::: 5ow0· 2n°· 42 msec ± 20% . ( 3) 

Since the initial pulse is short and contributes little to the total en
ergy release, it is sufficient in most applications to consider the output 
from the second pulse only. Relations characterizing the time to maximum 
tmax, power maximum Pmax, and pulse shape P/Pmax, developed from fits to 
atmospheric test data and detailed radi ati on-hydrodynamics cal cul ati ons 
(l) through (i) are: 

t !::,! 0 05w0· 42 sec± 20% (4) max · 

Pmax !::: 4.5w0· 6n-0· 42 kt/sec± 40% (5) 

2t*2 
P/P !::: --~ 

max 1 + t*4 ' t* = t/tmax (6) 

The pulse shape agrees well with that presented by Glasstone and Dolan (~), 
though the late decay to zero energy output is probably too slow. 

THERMAL ENERGY OUTPUT 

One method to relate the thermal output to the total weapon energy is 
through the use of a partition function, f. The total energy available as 
thermal radiation is thus 

( 7) 

For visible and infrared radiations from airbursts, Brode (l) suggests the 
following form for the thermal partition function 

f = 0.27 + 0.06n + 114n 2 + 0.0085hl ± 20% 
82,000n + 1 1 + 0.032/w 

(8) 

n is the altitude to sea-level density ratio and Wis the yield in kt. fin
creases from 0.35 for heights of burst less than 4500 m to 0.45 for heights 
of burst greater than 30,000 m. 

For surface bursts, the thermal output is complicated by the distorted 
geometry of the fireball, by the materials engulfed and vaporized within the 
fireball, and by the obscuration due to dust and smoke clouds raised outside 
the fireball. For megaton bursts, the output at points on or near the ground 
from surface bursts is about half that from airbursts, i.e., less than 20% 
of the total yield. 

The emitted thermal energy fraction (for air bursts) can be obtained as 
a function of time from the following integral of the power spectrum 

t* 
/2N 

TT I 
0 

P/P dt* max 
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where N varies with t* as 

N = 1 0.283e-l.lBl/t* t* < 2.5 

N = 1 - 0.2e-0.05t* t* > 2.5 

The coefficient /2N/TT normalizes the energy fraction 
From Eqs. (6), (7) and (9) the thermal energy output 
of time is 

(10) 

( 11) 

to 80% at t/t* = 10. 
as an explicit function 

E = fW ~ {arctg ( /2t* - 1) +are tg ( /2t* + 1) - ½ 1 n ( 1 + /2t* + t*!) j kt 
1 - /2t* + t* 

(12) 

INCIDENT THERMAL FLUX 

The energy flux decreases proportionately with the square of the slant 
range R(km), and as a function of time the incident thermal flux is approxi
mated as 

Q = 10 12 ET/4TTR2 cal/cm2 (13) 
~ 

For Win kt and R in miles, the total energy output reduces to 

~2 2 
QTH = WT/R cal/cm (14) 

The transmissi vity T accounts for the scattering and absorption of radiation 
in the atmosphere. In general, scattering increases the transmissivity lin
early with range, and the absorption decreases T exponentially. Analytic 
fits to experimental data (Fig. 1) indicate a relationship of the form 

T = (1 + ai)e-BR/V (15) 

where Vis the visibility length and a and 8 specify the degree of atmos
pheric scattering and absorption of the radiation. The visibility length 
characterizes the state of the atmosphere and varies from 280 m for an ex
ceptionally clear day to less than 1 km for a light-to-thick fog. A clear 
day is defined as V = 20 m (6). Recommended values for a, 8 vary from 1.4, 
2.0 (1, 6) to 1.9, 2.9 (7). -The influence of, visibility length and trans
missivity form on the effective thermal reach for a 1 Mt burst is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. 

The amount of radiant energy incident on a target can be modified by the 
presence of cloud cover above or be low the burst, and by ground snow cover. 
Simple estimates can be made using multiplicative factors. For example, a 
lower cloud deck (below the burst) reduces the energy arrival so that 

12 ~2 2 
Qeffective = cr 10 ET/4TTR cal/cm (16) 

where cr is less than 1.0. Radiation enhancement due to ref l ection from a 
superior cloud deck or snow cover may also be calculated from Eq. (i6) using 
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F ig. 1 Standard forms for calculating total visible radiation from airblast 
Fig. 2 Slan t ran ge vs. visibility length for 1 Mt burst, 152 m ,c:aled height 

of burst and incident f lux level of 22 cal/cm2 

values of a greater than 1. 0 but less than 2. 
mal reach is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a range 
ment factors. For 0. 25 <a< 1.9, the thermal 
creases by 50% from the nominal a= 1.0. 

The potential change in ther
of attenuation and enhance
reach increases by 30% or de-

LATE THERMAL RADIATION 

As the weapon yield increases, the thermal pulse lasts longer and a sig
nificant fraction of the radiation may be incident after the shock wave ar
rival. For scaled ground ranges less than 0.5 kft/ktl/3, more than half the 
thermal energy may arrive after the shock wave. At greater ranges (e.g., 
1-5 kft/ktl/3) 5 to 20% of the thermal energy follows the shock arrival. 
The latter values may correspond to low overpressure regions (less than 
5 psi). Sufficient energy is avai lable to ignite materials exposed by the 
blast disruption as well as contribute to the spectra of "secondary" ignitions. 

The partition of energy arriving before and after the shock wave may be 
calculated using Eqs . (10) through (15) once the shock time of arrival is 
specified. This time can be conveniently calculated from the following 
analytic fit developed by Brode (_§_) 

Wl/ 3 0.54291 - 21.185R* + 361.8R*2 
+ 2383R*3 

time of arrival = --- - - ---------=------ msec ( 17) 
1 + 2.048R* + 2.6872R*2 

The weapon yield, W, is in kt and R* is the scaled slant range in kft/kt113 . 

A sample calculation illustrating the energy fraction incident on a 
target after the shock arrival as a function of weapon yield and scaled 
ground range is shown i n Fi g. 4. The influence of the f ixed (2.5 kft) height 
of burst is evident at zero ground range. Close to ground zero, most of 
radiation arr i ves after the shock wave for weapon yields larger than 1 Mt. 
This suggests that even in heavily bl ast damaged areas, many thermal igni
tions will occur. At greater ranges, the amount of la t e the rmal dec reases 
rapidly, though remains significant ou t t o about 3.5 kft/ktl/3. For this 
calculation, the thermal fl ux corresponding to E/ETH ;-..., 0.2 was 10 cal/cm2 . 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Fig. 4 Thermal radiation fraction incident aher shock arrival 
vs. scaled ground range 

The relations presented in this paper for calculation of thermal energy 
flu xes are based on analysis of weapons tests and detailed radiation-hydro
dynamics computations. Many of the analytic forms have uncertainties of 20% 
or greater. Though atmospheric testing may not be possible, uncertainties 
involving visibility lengths and transmissivity may be reduced in a test 
series using high powered light sources . Additional experiments may define 
the degrees of radiation enhancement and attenuation by snow and cloud cover. 

The influence of transmissivity form, visibility length, and reflection 
or absorption of fireball radiation was explored . Either singly or in com
bination, these parameters can significantly modify the level of incident 
thermal radiation. Perturbations about proba ble values can be used to in
dicate deviations from expected flux levels. A sample calculation showed 
that a major fraction of the therma 1 flu x can arrive at a target after the 
shock wave. Synergistic effects of late thermal and blast disruption may in
crease the number of "secondary" fire starts. 

Analysis of incipien t ignitions, fire start distributions, shock pre
cursors, transient thermal loading of structural elements, and personnel 
casualties depends on the rate and level of incident ther~al energy deposit
ion. The functions presented in this note facilitate those calculations. 
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